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The HIP method makes information processing finally possible

ABSTRACT
HIP is a fundamentally new method able to archive, arrange
and process the totality of information using one single and
fixed size data structure, a quadruple called the Link.
The HIP method allows the description and archival of all the
available information and meta-information, including the HIP
system itself, by means of Links. These Links are tied together in such a way that each Link
can re-create the context that it needs to constitute the information that it represents. The
HIP method does not isolate information and meta-information, it process linked
information, called hiper information.
The actual state of the art postulates : information resides in data. Thus, actual methods
are processing data and references to data. Databases process Records and references to
Records (FK), Object oriented languages process Objects and references to Objects
(pointer), Web process Pages and references to Pages (URL), Semantic Web process
Resources&Literals and references to Resources&Literals (Triples)… But data only exists by
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other data. Information resides in the by, not in the byte.
HIP new postulate says : Information resides in the Links. Data by itself does not have any existence, it takes meaning at the
moment it links to other data, and the same applies recursively to all of these other data… Data is uniquely defined as and by a set of
Links, therefore data linked together are represented by sets of Links linked together. At the end, data disappear, the HIP method
process only Links ! A minimal set of Links is required to bootstrap a hiper information system : the HIP kernel. Additional time
attributes to the Link structure make chronological Links and allow a native and incomparable temporal information management.
The HIP method creates information by creating uniquely identified Links. HIP is able to archive and represent dynamic and complex
information patterns. HIP offers many technological advantages : global identification, global and temporal indexing, multi levels of
semantic marking, heterogeneous-dynamic-evolutive-complex modeling, history and projection, persistence of any information…
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